Non-parametric Bayesian estimation of apparent diffusion coefficient from diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging data.
A promising approach to prostate cancer diagnosis is multi-parametric MRI. One of the key modalities used in multi-parametric MRI is diffusion weighted MRI. Using multiple diffusion weighted MR acquisitions taken with different magnetic gradient strengths, the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) is calculated and can be used to identify tumors in the prostate. Current algorithms used to calculate ADC assume a parametric measurement model, but this assumption is not true due to the presence of additional phenomena during the acquisition process. A novel Non-parametric Estimated ADC (NEstA) algorithm is proposed which uses a Monte Carlo strategy to learn the inherent measurement distribution model based on the underlying statistical behavior of the DWI measurements to estimate the ADC values. The proposed algorithm is compared to the results of the commonly used least-squares (LS) estimation algorithm for computing ADC values. Nine test patient cases with visible tumors in the prostate gland were processed using both algorithms and compared visually. It was found that NEstA produced ADC data with reduced artifacts while preserving structure. Quantitatively, Fisher's criterion measuring the separability of the healthy prostate and tumor tissues was computed for the nine patient cases, comparing the NEstA and LS methods. It was found that Fisher's criterion increased with the NEstA method, meaning the separation of classes was more pronounced.